LOAN CANCELLATION FORM
(Federal Direct Loan)
Financial Aid Office
2020/2021

STUDENT NAME: ___________________________________________ BMCC ID: __________

If you have already received your student loans, it is strongly recommended you speak with a Financial Aid Advisor before cancelling your student loans. Cancelling or reducing loans can create a balance on your BMCC account, which can impact your ability to register for classes and prevent you from completing your degree.

**Summer Term 2020**
Subsidized: Cancel the entire amount ☐ Cancel only a PORTION $_________ 00
Unsubsidized: Cancel the entire amount ☐ Cancel only a PORTION $_________ 00

**Fall Term 2020**
Subsidized: Cancel the entire amount ☐ Cancel only a PORTION $_________ 00
Unsubsidized: Cancel the entire amount ☐ Cancel only a PORTION $_________ 00

**Winter Term 2021**
Subsidized: Cancel the entire amount ☐ Cancel only a PORTION $_________ 00
Unsubsidized: Cancel the entire amount ☐ Cancel only a PORTION $_________ 00

**Spring Term 2021**
Subsidized: Cancel the entire amount ☐ Cancel only a PORTION $_________ 00
Unsubsidized: Cancel the entire amount ☐ Cancel only a PORTION $_________ 00

By signing this form, I certify that I have read and understand the information provided. Everything is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

Student Signature ___________________________________________ Date: __________

NOTE: INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED.
ALLOW 2 WEEKS FOR PROCESSING.